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Fast, Accurate, Scalable AI for 
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Critical knowledge remains 
hidden in hard to use repositories

Your customers want answers 
and guidance, not documents

We can help!  We provide 
consulting, training, and software, 

to improve your product



Get Started with a workshop

u Day 1 (4 hours): We cover the advantages, challenges, and cost impacts of vector 
search, NLP, and hybrid search.

u Introduction to Vector Search: How it works, benefits, use cases, and gotchas

u Introduction to NLP: Named Entity Recognition, Question Answering, Classification, Summarization

u Introduction to Hybrid Search: Combining multiple search features for success

u Common issues – accuracy, scalability, costs

u Day 2 (4 hours): Collaborative brainstorm and roadmap.

u Deep dive on what users are searching for and why, and how AI can we help

u Short and long term goals, and likely issues we will face

u Budgeting and team assignment

u Roadmap

A mixture of training, brainstorming, and planning, over two half-days.  

Email for more info!
max@max.io 

mailto:max@max.io


Our solution: Software and Services

Professional Services
u Leveraging/Integrating AI for 

increased business value

u Fine-tuning models to adapt to 
your product/domain

u General AI consulting

Software
u Mighty Inference Server

u Fast model hosting that is ready to 
use in your product stack

u Pay-per-product, or white-label 
unlimited rebranded/resale

$275 per hour $99/month license

We also give training and workshops. We can help with any stack.

https://max.io/mighty.html


Fast, Accurate, Scalable AI for 
Knowledge Discovery

Contact us for a demo: 
Get Answers from the US Code of Federal Regulations



https://haystackconf.com/us2023/talk-7/ 

Case Study:

See how MAX.IO
Integrated AI into 
EBSCO Clinical Decisions 

https://haystackconf.com/us2023/talk-7/


Don’t use AI alone.  Speak to an expert!

u Mysterious – AI is a black box, and it can be unpredictable 
and untrustworthy.  We show you the way!

u Inaccurate – All models require expertise, tuning, and 
adaptation.  We help choose and tune models!

u Slow - AI models are expensive, unoptimized, and difficult 
to integrate.  We help you get AI production ready.



MAX.IO’s customers have lots of text content

Enterprise businesses with sparse knowledge that is 
difficult to find and interpret.

Knowledge Discovery product platforms that are at risk 
of being disrupted.

Content companies struggling with AI Integration, data 
quality, and growth.
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Content Management Software and applied AI 
global market size in billions (2023-2026)

* Source Statista, February 2023 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/643850/worldwide-content-management-software-market-share
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CMS-AI market size: estimated 20% of CMS market, and growing.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/643850/worldwide-content-management-software-market-share


Founder: Max Irwin

u 23 years of experience in software delivery

u 12 years of experience in information retrieval

u 7+ years of experience in NLP/AI integration

u Consultant to dozens of $multi-billion content firms

u Recognized industry expert, author, speaker, trainer

Contributing Author
https://aipoweredsearch.com 

Email: max@max.io   |  LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/maxirwin/  

I have a deep understanding of problems and solutions 
for knowledge discovery and information retrieval

https://aipoweredsearch.com/
mailto:max@max.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maxirwin/


Email Us Now!
max@max.io 
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